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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
"Send them back! Send them back!" — Trump supporters chanted 4 
at a recent rally, obviously referring to his latest Tweet nose Tweak 5 
of left—. I guess it's nicer than F—Trump! Right? Omar and AOC 6 
repeatedly call him Fascist — Anyway! One lefty thinks the reason 7 
Trump said this—are you ready?— is because he is afraid of The 8 
Squad! Uh huh! What do you think about Trump's latest tweak-9 
Tweet? 10 
Liz Chaney gets it RIGHT about how WRONG the Left is today. I 11 
don't think I've heard it made clearer. We'll take a look. 12 
The latest from Berzerkly — all gendered words banned. What are 13 
they going to do with Spanish? Almost every word is gendered? 14 
They need to BAN the Spanish language. 15 
Oh, and some clarifying conundrums—sent in from a listener that 16 
I found entertaining and appropriate for the show today — let's 17 
see! Yep! That should do it — it's time for your Brain Massage. 18 
[TRUTH] 19 
"Send them back! Send them back!" — Trump supporters chanted 20 
at a recent rally, obviously referring to his latest Tweet nose Tweak 21 
of left—One lefty thinks the reason Trump said this is because he is 22 
afraid of The Squad! Uh huh! What do you think about Trump's 23 
latest Tweet— tweak? 24 
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First, really, where do I begin with this? Okay, let's start here. Calm 25 
down, Trump is not going to "send" anyone back — well, unless 26 
they are here illegally! (Hallelujah). 27 
Oh yeah! Bible say stranger (which is the Bible word for 28 
immigrant) must obey laws of host country. There is a lawful way 29 
to enter the country and that's what strangers must do to come in.  30 
If they are fleeing their country to request asylum here — okay, 31 
there is a lawful way to do that — they need to obey the law. 32 
Now that we have settled that, who is the SQUAD?  33 
There are four congresswomen that make up what is being called 34 
the SQUAD —US Reps. Rashida Tlaib (D-MI), Ayanna Pressley 35 
(D-MA), Ilhan Omar (D-MN), and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-36 
NY). 37 
Most of you don't need much more than this — but, FOR THE 38 
RECORD — who are these people? 39 
Rashid — A Muslim whose parents immigrated into the US as so-40 
called Palestinians—who migrated to the US legally, by the way.  41 
Google "Rashid racist rants," or something like that and you'll get a 42 
long list of hits—most of these are popularly known: her insensitive 43 
and ignorant statement about the Holocaust, her fraternity with 44 
known terrorists, cozy with a guy that openly describes Jews as 45 
Satanic, accuses Israel of racist policies; accuses American Jews of 46 
having "dual loyalties" — by her own admission told her son that 47 
she and others were going to Capital Hill to "impeach that M-F" — 48 
what a mouth! She encourages the BDS movement against Israel. 49 
It's a Palestinian led call to boycott, disinvest, and sanction Israel — 50 
and Tlaib is all in favor of this — but not once called for any BDS 51 
movement against those routinely firing missiles into Israel.  52 
Ilhan Omar is also Muslim, and she likes to look the part. She is 53 
from Somalia, and like her sister, Tlaib, has all kinds of criticism 54 
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against Israel but says nothing about the constant attacks on Israel 55 
coming from Jew hating Arabs — she supports DBS, or course, and 56 
likens it to boycotts called against Nazi Germany back in "the day"; 57 
refused to apologize for anti-Semitic statements, but was finally 58 
cajoled into yielding a non-apology, once admitting "as a child in 59 
Somalia, I was a passive consumer of anti-Semitism."1  60 
Who is Ayanna Pressley? Here is a quote that pretty well defines 61 
her: "If you’re not prepared to come to that table and represent that 62 
voice, don’t come, because we don’t need any more brown faces 63 
that don’t want to be a brown voice. We don’t need black faces that 64 
don’t want to be a black voice. We don’t need Muslims that don’t 65 
want to be a Muslim voice. We don’t need queers that don’t want 66 
to be a queer voice. If you’re worried about being marginalized and 67 
stereotyped, please don’t even show up because we need you to 68 
represent that voice." 69 
Queers??? — Interesting! She won't get any kick back from me on 70 
that; I am aware that sodomites (aka, homosexuals) use this label 71 
all the time — and they actually revel in the idea that they are, well, 72 
different. In fact, the word queer does not mean homosexual — 73 
right. You knew that? It means strange, odd, and can be used in 74 
sentences like, I feel queer, or I have a queer feeling —but, well, 75 
probably not any more; not without being accused of dog whistling 76 
or homophobia, or something along those lines. Another good ole 77 
word that bites the dust. 78 
But, we know where her sympathies are and should not assume she 79 
used the term as a pejorative.  80 
And, besides, that is not even half of what's wrong with what she 81 
said. So, here it is. Pressley, no relation, by the way, is telling her 82 
fellow congresspersons of color (that's a racist expression if I ever 83 
heard one — everyone one has a color. So who are these people of 84 

                                     
1 https://www.wsj.com/articles/can-ilhan-omar-overcome-her-prejudice-11562970265 
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color?), but, once again, we know what she means, she means 85 
people that are not white—but the only "white" person I ever saw 86 
was an Albino—but, again, let's not get too technical, we know 87 
what she means—Pressley is chastising her fellow congresspersons 88 
of color to give voice to their, uh, COLOR. Yeah! She wants the 89 
brown face to be a brown voice, the black face to be a black voice, 90 
and so on. DOES ANYONE KNOW HOW TO SPELL RACIST? 91 
It's spelled Ayanna Presley. This is without any question blatant 92 
racism.  93 
And it's even worse than your typical racism — it's ideological 94 
stereotyping and tyrannical bullying. Think about what this evil, 95 
racist woman is saying. She is saying if you are brown skinned, 96 
there is only one ideology you can represent and give voice to in 97 
her world. If you are black skinned, you are assumed to have only 98 
ONE STEREOTYPICAL ideological perspective and she says, 99 
effectively, BRING YOUR BLACK FACE TO THE TABLE AND 100 
BE A VOICE FOR THE BLACKS, BRING YOUR BROWN FACE 101 
TO THE TABLE AND BE A "BROWN VOICE" — OR DON'T 102 
BOTHER COMING. Yeah, she said, DON'T EVEN BOTHER 103 
COMING — and she means to speak out, don't bother speaking 104 
out — she does not want to hear from you — and here is the 105 
reason: 106 
"Because we don’t need any more brown faces that don’t want to be 107 
a brown voice. We don’t need black faces that don’t want to be a 108 
black voice. We don’t need Muslims that don’t want to be a 109 
Muslim voice. We don’t need queers that don’t want to be a queer 110 
voice. If you’re worried about being marginalized and stereotyped, 111 
please don’t even show up because we need you to represent that 112 
voice." 113 
Isn't this the strangest thing you've ever heard? "If you're worried 114 
about being marginalized and stereotyped"? What? That's what you 115 
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just did to everyone — all brown people get to have one point of 116 
view, oh, you get the idea. 117 
As for AOC — she is the leader of this pack of fools — she is the 118 
clown — you've probably watched the video clips of here being 119 
schooled by adults — she is a joke! Her Green New Deal is — 120 
Well, you know what, this is getting boring! Am I right? AOC was 121 
funny for a little while, then irritating, annoying, but now, she is 122 
just boring. 123 
So that's the SQUAD. 124 
Pressely says to all black, brown, Muslim, and Queer, 125 
representatives that unless they are willing to be a voice for the 126 
stereotypical ideology she has prejudicially assigned to these classes 127 
of people —YOU MIGHT AS WELL GO HOME! Right? 128 
So, Trump listens to all this nonsense, all the America bashing 129 
coming from these four, the constant undermining of our way of 130 
life, our values, our system of governance — and he says, HEY, IF 131 
YOU DON'T LIKE IT, LEAVE! 132 
So let's look at the now infamous Trump Tweats: 133 
What were the "racist tweets" — repeated 759 times a day for a 134 
week racist tweets, Trump's racist tweets — haha! Well, but whose 135 
counting, right? I found it repeated three times, at least three times, 136 
in one short article trying to sort out how these four came to be 137 
called The Squad.2 138 
What were Trump's racist tweets? 139 
Here they are: "So interesting to see 'Progressive' Democrat 140 
Congresswomen, who originally came from countries whose 141 
governments are a complete and total catastrophe, the worst, most 142 
corrupt and inept anywhere in the world (if they even have a 143 
functioning government at all), now loudly and viciously telling 144 
                                     
2 https://www.vox.com/2019/7/17/20696474/squad-congresswomen-trump-pressley-aoc-omar-tlaib 
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the people of the United States, the greatest and most powerful 145 
Nation on earth, how our government is to be run. 146 
"Why don’t they go back and help fix the totally broken and crime 147 
infested places from which they came. Then come back and show 148 
us how it is done. These places need your help badly[;] you can’t 149 
leave fast enough. I’m sure that Nancy Pelosi would be very happy 150 
to quickly work out free travel arrangements!" 151 
What is racist about this statement? Well, if you are a liberal these 152 
days, it works like this. The people he is talking about happen to be 153 
people of color. That makes anything he says about them racist.  154 
But the beloved Martin Luther King wanted us to judge a man by 155 
the CONTENT of HIS CHARACTER and not by the COLOR OF 156 
HIS SKIN — and every complaint Trump expressed against these 157 
character had to do with the CONTENT of their CHARACTER — 158 
specifically, in this case, the content of their actions, their 159 
statements. 160 
And, besides all that — when his supporters began the chant — 161 
"Send them back" — which, of course, we don't believe any of these 162 
yahoos should be forcibly removed and sent to the countries with 163 
systems of government they prefer to ours — so Trump pushed 164 
back gently — discouraged them from continuing the chant, and 165 
made follow-up remarks that we don't "send people back" at least 166 
not if they are here legally — but every truehearted American 167 
totally gets it! Every real patriot, who loves America as founded, 168 
totally gets it. How many of us have watched the ugly spectacle of 169 
crowds gathered around a burning flag chanting anti-American 170 
slogans, or marching under the flag of Mexico, said in our hearts, 171 
or right out loud in front of God and everybody — if you don't like 172 
it here — LEAVE! But they don't leave — because they know how 173 
good they have it here in the home of the brave and the LAND OF 174 
THE FREE —  175 
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Okay, gotta take a break. I'll be right back!  176 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 177 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 178 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 179 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 180 
liberty. 181 
Trump tweaked the left with a tweet that has them chirping, 182 
"Trump's a racist"— but they might as well be screaming defiantly 183 
at the deep blue sky. They are making us deaf with this "Trump's a 184 
racist" nonsense. I've prepared the definitive argument that Trump 185 
is NOT a racist — exposing the so-called definitive list of proofs 186 
that he is — you can have it for a gift of $20 to the Brain Massage 187 
show. 188 
Here are the tweets that tweaked the beaks of the Trump haters—189 
fluttering all flapped out with their annoying "Trump's a racist" 190 
incessant chirping. So, he responded. I mean, after he quieted his 191 
enthusiastic America loving crowd, and made it clear he is not 192 
planning extreme rendition against the Squawk Squad — and they 193 
piled on about Trump's racist tweets, Trump's racist tweets — 194 
They truly believe if they say it loud enough, and repeat it enough, 195 
and keep this going long enough — they will prevail, they will 196 
succeed at turning their FAKE news into the popular perspective 197 
— but that only worked back when we trusted our News media — 198 
we don't trust you! We know you are a pack of political hacks. We 199 
expect you to LIE to us. 200 
It's like when I visited Russia, and the newspaper Pravda was 201 
mentioned. Pravda in Russian means truth. Eyes would roll, faces 202 
would smirk, and sarcasm filled the air as one after another said, 203 
yeah, Pravda. The Communist Pravda! Many of them laughed 204 
scornfully. Well, that's what we think about you today — that is, 205 
those of you in the so-called MSM. 206 
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So, it's harder now for another reason. The TRUTH is not sitting 207 
idly by when you pull this stuff — it's alive and well, and vibrant, 208 
and it's SPEAKING UP — so that every time you chirp Trump's a 209 
racist — ten other voices chime in — NO! You are the racist.  210 
Or another report comes out touting a strong economy, black 211 
unemployment lowest in history, black home ownership way up, 212 
black business ownership way, way up — and every whitey I know 213 
is rejoicing — I don't know a whitey who ever resented welcoming 214 
any fellow hard working American to the success club — every 215 
whitey I know is striving for success and cheering on everyone else 216 
to go for it too. 217 
So let's keep it up! Every time they call one of us a racist — let's 218 
throw it right back into their lying faces. Don't take it anymore. 219 
When Maxine Waters calls for her followers to tell us we don't 220 
belong — you stand up and say, oh, but yes I do belong. This IS 221 
MY COUNTRY LAND THAT I LOVE — and YOU CAN'T TAKE 222 
THAT AWAY — 'Cause the flag still stands for freedom And they 223 
can't take that away' — so I'm Proud to be an American, where at 224 
least I know I'm free — 225 
And I'm free — Maxine Waters — I'm FREE — and you cant' take 226 
that away. And I DO BELONG here — and I have a RIGHT to 227 
speak my mind too — and what I believe does not have a COLOR 228 
— I don't have color coded beliefs — all my beliefs are RED AND 229 
YELLOW AND BLACK AND WHITE — AND BROWN, by the 230 
way — which, in truth, we are all shades of BROWN — but, you 231 
get the point. 232 
I BELONG in America and CALIFORNIA is my home — and it's 233 
time we uproot the liars that have stolen our beautiful state from us 234 
and tried to take our kids and teach them there are 51 genders — 235 
and encourage a lifestyle that is deadly, and pushing their 236 
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immorality on us — WE BELONG! And you cannot have my 237 
rights. 238 
Anyway — Trump is not a racist, Trump is not a racist, Trump is 239 
not a racist — and just keep saying it over and over and shout them 240 
down for once —  241 
Because it is obvious that he is not, and they know he is not a racist 242 
— but what he is they hate even more than those racists pretend to 243 
hate racism — they hate Trump because he is an AMERICAN! 244 
Liz Chaney gets it RIGHT about how WRONG the Left is today. I 245 
don't think I've heard it made clearer.  246 
Liz Chaney — R. Wy.  House Republican Conference Chair. 247 
(Daughter of Dick Chaney) Said … 248 
“Our colleagues on the left are WRONG …” 249 
1. When they try to impose the fraud of socialism on the American 250 
People (AP) 251 
WRONG: 2. When they pursue policies that steal power from the 252 
AP and give that power to the govt. 253 
WRONG: 3. When the espouse, enable, and the leadership refuses 254 
to condemn vile anti-semitism 255 
WRONG: 4. When they rush to blame America first 256 
WRONG: 5. When they fail to recognize that this is the greatest 257 
nation that has ever existed 258 
WRONG: 6.  When they refuse to acknowledge the exceptionalism 259 
that is America 260 
WRONG: 7. When they fail to recognize that no people has ever 261 
lived in greater freedom. 262 
WRONG: 8. And then they go on and fail to provide the resources 263 
our men and women in uniform need to defend that freedom. 264 
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WRONG: 9. When they advocate abortion up to time of birth, and 265 
partial birth abortion. 266 
WRONG: 10. When they refuse to mandate care for babies who are 267 
born alive after a botched abortion. 268 
WRONG: 11. When they say we should open America’s borders, 269 
abolish ICE, abolish DHS. 270 
WRONG: 12. When they advocate policies that would eliminate all 271 
private health insurance and destroy Medicare, and force 272 
Americans to pay for FREE health care for illegal immigrants. 273 
WRONG: 13. When they mandate minimum wages that destroy 274 
jobs —that’s not compassion, it’s a callousness that is born of 275 
ignorance. 276 
WRONG: 14. When they promote policies that create greater and 277 
greater dependency on the govt. 278 
WRONG: 15. When they advocate “packing the Supreme Court” 279 
and abolishing the Electoral college 280 
WRONG: 16. When they delegitimize any public office holder that 281 
does not toe the political correct line — " 282 
I want to read this list of clarifying conundrums I was given by Luis 283 
Morgret — so I'm only going to take time to touch on the latest 284 
from Berzerkly — all gendered words banned. A manhole will be 285 
called a maintenance hole and man made will be artificial.  286 
What are they going to do with Spanish? Almost every word is 287 
gendered? They need to BAN the Spanish language. Listen, our 288 
representatives in Sacramento today are owning the old joke that 289 
California is the land of fruits and nuts!  290 
I don't think California is safe in the hands of crazy people. 291 
Okay, here are some clarifying conundrums— 292 
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Of course, you know what a conundrum is, right? Yeah, it's 293 
something puzzling, or confusing. I find the following conundrums 294 
to be clarifying — which is itself a conundrum — 295 
Trump reunites 95% of children separated from their parents, but 296 
the liberals continue ignore the fact that this policy was created 297 
under Clinton's watch, continued under Obama's watch, and still 298 
bring it up as a proof that Trump is a Nazi conducting 299 
concentration camps on our border. 300 
Well, that was not on the list — but, here they are! 301 
The first six are reflections on the contrast between capitalism and 302 
socialism: 303 
1. America is capitalist and greedy - yet half of the 304 
population is subsidized. 305 
2. Half of the population is subsidized - yet they think 306 
they are victims. 307 
3. They think they are victims - yet their 308 
representatives run the government. 309 
4. Their representatives run the government - yet the 310 
poor keep getting poorer. 311 
5. The poor keep getting poorer - yet they have 312 
things that people in other Countries only dream 313 
about. 314 
6. They have things that people in other countries 315 
only dream about - Yet they want America to be 316 
more like those other countries. 317 
Here are some things to think about: 318 
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1. We are advised to NOT judge ALL Muslims by the actions of a 319 
few lunatics, But we are encouraged to judge ALL gun owners by 320 
the actions of a few lunatics. 321 
2. Seems we constantly hear about how Social Security is going to 322 
run out of money. But we never hear about welfare or food stamps 323 
running out of money? What's interesting is the first group 324 
"worked for" their money, but the second didn't. 325 
3. Why are we cutting benefits for our veterans, no pay raises for 326 
our military and cutting our army back, but we are not stopping 327 
the payments or benefits to illegal aliens. 328 
Okay, gotta go! 329 
You might have come across the ten reasons Christians cannot 330 
vote for Trump in 2020. As most of my listeners know, I was not a 331 
Trump supporter coming into the 2016 election—and it was 332 
because of my Christian compunctions — I felt very strongly that 333 
Trump was, well, certainly a better choice than Hillary, but not by 334 
much. Frankly, I did not trust him — and, frankly, his public 335 
persona and past behavior did not support the confidence many 336 
placed in him. I could not have been more mistaken, and I could 337 
not be more glad to have been wrong in my entire life. This is the 338 
most unconventional President I've ever read about, or seen in 339 
office during my 67 trips around this sun — so, I think I can say 340 
that I understand where Christopher Pieper, and Matt Henderson, 341 
Sociologists of Religion, are coming from — and having a Thg, a 342 
BA, an MA and a Doctorate in Theological Studies — having 343 
taught on the college level for many years — having written 344 
extensively on virtually all subjects Christian — that I can speak to 345 
this issue with biblical clarity. So, this coming Sunday night, I'm 346 
going to conclude my God and Country patriotic series in honor of 347 
July 4th with a message: Why Christians Can Support Trump in 348 
2020 in answer to Pieper and Henderson's paper titled: 10 Reasons 349 
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You Can't Be A Christian And Vote For Donald Trump. That's this 350 
Sunday, evening service, which begins at 5 PM. 351 
Sunday morning Bible Study time (9:30 AM) and Preaching time 352 
(10:45 AM) I'll be finishing my series titled The Bible And The Bill 353 
Of Rights. 354 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 355 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 356 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 357 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 358 
LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 359 
disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 360 
lights off? 361 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 362 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 363 
email. 364 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 365 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 366 

 367 


